Selecting markers and evaluating coverage.
The availability of genetic markers in many species has enabled the analysis of marker-trait associations ranging from small genomic regions to genome-wide scale. An appropriate set of markers must be identified to meet the objectives of any research, using a custom discovery and selection approach or by using a commercial product. The key considerations in selecting markers are the quantity and the distribution across the genome. Though decisions about how many markers to use are often pragmatic, influenced by costs and available technology, an evaluation of the marker coverage is important in understanding how to design an effective genomic research study with reasonable expectations about the power to obtain desired results. An important parameter to evaluate coverage is linkage disequilibrium, which can be used to determine the appropriate number of markers for a particular analysis and is related to the proportion of variance that can be explained by a given marker, or power. Finally, the type of analysis used to identify marker-trait associations may depend on marker coverage as the optimal approach, from a statistical or computational standpoint, may differ with changes in marker number and distribution.